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› Welcome & Introductions

› Non-Res Lighting Sales Data & Market Intel

Agenda
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Org Name
+

1 new thing you 
have noticed in your 
neighborhood since 

March 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tim: Welcome to the first momentum savings quarterly call of 2021! Thanks everyone for joining. Roll call.



Nonresidential 
Lighting Sales 
Data & Market 
Intel, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce:Kate Donaldson – Cadeo, Sales Data LeadJordan Folks – Opinion Dynamics, Market Intel Lead 
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Nonresidential 
Lighting 
Study 
Activities

Sales Data 
Collection

Market Intel 
Gathering

Market Modeling and 
Momentum Savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateThe nonresidential lighting study is comprised of three core activities: sales data collection and reporting, market intel gathering, and market modeling to estimate momentum savings. The focus of this presentation is the results of the 2020 sales data collection and market intel gathering work and how it informs market trends and modeling assumptions.
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Sales Data 
Collection and 
Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sales data collected from distributors is a crucial input to the nonresidential lighting market model. Every year, the team collects data from regional distributors and reports out regional sales trends in an aggregated market results report. The next several slides explain the process to collect this sales data and highlight some key findings from 2019 data collected last year.
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7th Year Collecting Distributor 
Sales Data

Process for Distributor Data Submission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2020 was the 7th year collecting distributor sales data from distributors in the Northwest. The process to collect sales data requires a few key steps. First, Cadeo works with Evergreen Consulting and NEEA to leverage their distributor relationships and recruit distributors to participate in the study. Then, when distributors agree to participate, Cadeo sends each distributor the data collection materials and guides each distributor through the process of submitting their sales data. After data is submitted, each submission is QC’ed individually to look for errors in data entry or order of magnitude (aka 100,000 instead of 10,000) and against all other collected data to look for inconsistent sales trends. When the data has been verified, the distributor is given a $1,000 incentive.



Disposition of Distributor Outreach

Total distributors included 
in outreach: 68

Total distributors 
submitting data: 23

Repeat participants: 20

New participants: 3

Data collected from these 
23 distributors represented 
~45% of total market unit 
sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, the team reached out to a total of 68 distributors. 23 participated, one additional from the 22 participants in 2018 and 2019. This was an especially good result considering outreach occurred in February to April of 2020 when COVID was impacting distributor operations in the region. Of the 23 participants, 20 were returning participants and 3 were newly recruited to the study. We estimated that the sales data collected in this year's study represents 45% percent of total market unit count product sales, based on the total market estimates in the non-residential lighting model.
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Representative Sample of Distributors

Mix of Distributors Submitting Data Compared to the 
Pacific Northwest Distributor Population, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the mix of participating distributors by relative size, distribution area, and business model compared to the known distributor population mix in the Northwest. This is how we evaluate whether our participating distributor pool is reasonably representative of the total population of distributors in the region.This graph shows that for distributors participating in 2020 we saw: A representative mix of distributor sizes, relative to the populationA slightly larger portion of local distributors and a slightly smaller portion of national distributors, relative to the populationA slightly smaller portion of Full Line distributors and a slightly larger portion of Lighting Consulting distributors, relative to the population. Full Line distributors sell all types of electrical products, including lighting. MRO and Online distributors tend to have a focus on maintenance sales. Lighting consulting distributors focus on energy efficiency and project-based work.Notes:Population data comes from the regional distributor database BPA compiled in 2016 as well as updates to include participants in the last three years of studies. Definitions:Large - more than 10 branches in the Northwest Medium - between 5 and 10 branches in the Northwest Small - fewer than 5 branches in the Northwest Maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO) and online distributors may sell lighting products only or a mix of lighting and other products with a focus on maintenance sales. Full Line distributors sell a variety of electrical products including lighting.Lighting consulting distributors focus on energy efficiency products and project-based work. This project-based work includes new construction, renovation, and retrofit sales, and tends to focus on LEDs and lighting control products. 
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Data is Representative of 
the Region

Distributor Lamp Shipments, Floor Space, and Branches by State, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the lamp sales for 2019 by state, that’s the grey bar, compared to each state’s percentage of total commercial floor space, the blue bar, and known distributor branch locations, the green bar. We use this information to see if our mix of sales by state in the collected data is proportional to what we expect to see in the region. We use floor space and branches as comparisons because we believe these two metrics should approximately correlate with sales. As shown in the figure, collected 2019 lamp sales were approximately proportional to each state’s share of regional commercial floor space and distributor branches. There is obviously some variation, as the three bars do not align perfectly in each state. But they are approximately proportional, and this confirms that we have reasonable representation from each state.Additional Note:The team updated the floorspace distribution by state using the 2019 CBSA report published by NEEA.
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LEDs Continue Gaining Market 
Share

Percent of Unit Sales by Technology Type, 2016-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the percent of all unit sales collected by technology type over the last four years. LEDs have continued to grow year over year and for the first time in 2019 made up more than half of all collected sales. LEDs surpassed linear fluorescent products in sales volume in 2018.



Sales Mix Varies by Distributor 
Business Model

Percent Unit Sales by Tech Type Across Business Models, 2016-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology sales mixes vary by the three distributor business models. The technology sales mixes for Full Line and MRO & Online look very similar and have become increasingly similar over time. LEDs have gained market share in these distributor types making up around 55 percent of sales in Full Line and 41 percent of sales in MRO & Online in 2019. Lighting consultants look very different with 88 percent of unit sales coming from LED technologies. Lighting consulting distributors tend to focus on energy efficiency, and these distributors moved toward LED technologies more quickly. Lighting consulting is the only business model where controls make up a significant portion of sales at 11 percent.



Decorative & Track 
Lighting 7%

Indoor Fixtures 12%

Outdoor Fixtures 4%

A-Type 10%

Reflectors/Downlights 25%

TLEDs 42%

TLEDs 
Make Up 
42% of 
LED Unit 
Sales

Percent of LED Unit Sales, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking now within the LED product category, TLEDs made up the largest component of LED sales in 2019 at 42 percent. This technology mix stayed relatively consistent over the last two years, but there was a slight downtick in market share of TLEDs from 45 percent in 2018 while LED indoor fixtures saw a slight uptick in market share from 10 percent in 2018 to 12 percent in 2019. It is too soon to know if this is a permanent trend or a single year occurrence, but it could show a move away from TLEDs and towards integrated LED fixtures in nonresidential applications.



LEDs Steadily Replace CFLs
Downlight Sales by Technology Type, 2016-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trend of LEDs continually gaining market share is reflected in the downlight application where LED technologies made up 57 percent of the downlight application in 2019. For the four downlight products shown, the sales mix continued to shift from CFL pin-based lamps to LED lamp and fixture alternatives in 2019. It is also interesting to note that LED downlight fixtures and retrofit kits continued to steal market share from all lamps (LED and CFL). 



40% of 
Linear 
Lamps 
are 
TLEDs

Percent Linear Lamp Sales by Type, 2016-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite their growing market share, linear fluorescents still make up about a third of all unit sales in the region, driven primarily by the prevalence of 4ft T8 linear fluorescent lamps in nonresidential applications. Looking at linear lamps, TLEDs gained market share from linear fluorescent alternatives in 2016-2017, but linear fluorescents and TLED alternatives maintained similar market shares in 2018 and 2019. Looking at TLEDs, UL Type B sales (21 percent) overtook UL Type A sales (19 percent) for the first time, albeit by a small margin. UL Type A+B represented 2 percent of the linear lamp category, while other TLEDs, including UL Type C, did not represent a significant share of lamps and were not included in this graph.



Ambient Linear Sales 
are 50% LED

Note:
Sales are 

normalized to an 
average of two 

lamps per fixture

Percent Ambient Linear Lamp and Fixture Sales by Type, 2016-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the ambient linear application, LED products continue to replace linear fluorescent products, driven by a growth in integrated LED fixtures from 8 percent in 2018 to 14 percent in 2019. The increase in integrated LED fixtures between 2018 and 2019 is more significant than previous years’ increases. This may indicate that the market is beginning to adopt LED fixtures at a higher rate, but more years of data will need to be collected to verify this trend.



LED 69%

CFL 7%

Halogen 8%

Incandescent 16%69% of 
Screw-In 
Lamp 
Sales are 
LED

Percent of Screw-In Lamp Sales by Type, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, among screw-in products, LED products are now the norm and held nearly 70 percent market share in 2019. CFLs and halogens continued to lose market share and trend towards insignificance in the sales mix. Incandescents held 16 percent market share in 2019, but changes in regulations could drive incandescent market share down in future years.
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Market Intel 
Gathering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jordan



Manufacturer Interviews

10 manufacturing staff

8 manufacturing 
companies 

(2 large, 6 small)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Gather manufacturer insight into the current state of the nonresidential lighting market to inform modeling effortWe used telephone in-depth interviews in lieu of attending the [cancelled] LightFair expo where these interviews usually take place.We targeted prior Lightfair contacts and other prior Cadeo contacts.We attempted to speak with manufacturer staff with knowledge specifically of the Pacific Northwest or west coast market.These semi-structured interviews lasted from 30-60 minutes or so, and covered general market trends, supply chain changes, and current product offerings and other trends.We completed ten total interviews across eight different companiesTwo of eight companies were some of the largest lighting manufacturing companies in the world (with more than $1 billion in revenue). Two of ten respondents were indoor agricultural specialists.



LEDs
Make up 70% 

to 100% of 
manufacturers’ 

sales and will 
continue to 

grow

Cannabis is the one 
exception for LED 
proliferation, but this is 
expected to change in 
the next decade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviewed manufacturers said LED constitute 70-100% of their non-residential lighting product sales, three of which only manufacture LEDs at this time. Those still producing legacy products predict that they will sell fewer and fewer of these with each coming year and may ultimately phase out legacy production altogether at some point (once legacy markets dry up). LEDs are officially the market standard across all verticals (except cannabis), and new construction is essentially 100% LED. Pretty much all legacy products have a LED equivalent at this time (across all form factors).Legacy lighting remains popular in the cannabis grow market, as they are cheaper and have historically produced better/more product than LEDs. However, manufacturers have been heavily pursuing R&D into LED grow lights and predict LEDs will begin to take over legacy sales over the next 5-10 years (as they will soon have as good or better crop output capabilities).  



Sales Channels

Direct Sales

Distribution

Online/Retail

Lighting 
sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online sales are minimal for commercial lighting, for nowOnline seen as useful resource, but currently doesn’t outweigh value of traditional sales methodsHalf of interviewed manufacturers are currently selling through online channels.One large and two small manufacturers reported that they currently sell their commercial products through both Amazon and their company’s commercial e-commerce channel.One small manufacturer reported that they currently sell their commercial products through their smaller acquired company’s e-commerce site (but not on Amazon).Online sales are nascent.Typically, manufacturers reported that limited product lines were offered online (ex: generic products like LED troffers). Custom products don’t lend themselves to the online marketplace format. Only one firm reported all commercial products being available online.All manufacturers selling online said online is currently small proportion of sales (ex: 2% or less).One large manufacturer predicts their online sales will double in 5 years.Online sales is missing key values of traditional sales methods.There is no availability of will call and customers must wait for product to be delivered.There is no consultation, which takes away from the customer’s ability to receive project advice from expert. However, online is valuable resource for providing researchable product information.Amazon, 1000 bulbs, etc. are not seen as significant competitors to traditional distributors [yet].These competitors lack product knowledge and support, as well as lighting expertise.These competitors come with limited product lines (mostly standard, non-custom products).



Key Trends in Manufacturing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shift towards integrated fixturesSix manufacturers (2 large, 4 small) reported making integrated fixtures.One large manufacture stated that they only specify new LED fixtures.One manufacturer that does not manufacture integrated fixtures dismissed this trend is a “fad.”Integrated fixtures reported to be most popular in warehouses and office spaces, but popular across verticals (predicted to become the market standard).Adoption expected to be robust, but dependent on many factors.Larger investment in terms of labor, and lack of conversion if already converted to tubes (replacing tubes are cheaper than new fixtures).Additional cost of maintenance (e.g., if fixtures are discontinued and two fail, you will have to replace them all to have matching fixtures).



COVID-19 Impacts

Supply Chain Issues 
Decrease in 
sales/demand

Not seeing uptake in legacy or 
lower quality/cheaper products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Half of respondents noted experiencing supply chain issues due to COVID-19, such as delays in product delivery from overseas manufacturing sites.Near-universal decrease in sales and demand for nonresidential lighting productsOne large firm reported 35-40% decrease in sales when COVID-19 hit.Both respondents in cannabis market reported no decrease in sales.No manufactures reported seeing resurgence in non-LED or uptake in cheaper lighting.



Sales Data Collection & Market Intel 
Gathering: Goals, 2021 and Beyond

Continuous improvement to the data collection process

Leverage market actor engagement to further research 
goals

Streamline data processing using analytical tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KateLast year, and in future years, the goals of the survey are rooted in continuous improvement across the components of the study. Last year, the study goals were:Seek continuous improvement to the data collection process to make it easier for distributors to participateLeverage distributor engagement to further qualitative research on the nonresidential lighting market and distributor sales channelStreamline data processing using machine learning and other analytical methods



2021 Project Overview

Sales Data 
Collection

Market Intel 
Gathering

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

Refine Tools Analyze Data

Engage 
Distributors 
and Collect 

Data
Distributor 
Reports

Refine Tools Engage & 
Interview 

Manufacturers

Report Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tim



TIM BANKROFF
BPA Project Lead

tjbankroff@bpa.gov

Contact
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See you on May 5th, 2021!
MomentumSavings@bpa.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image from 4hdwall.com
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